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Abstract
We derive homogenized bending shell theories starting from three dimensional nonlin-
ear elasticity. The original three dimensional model contains three small parameters: the
two homogenization scales ε and ε2 of the material properties and the thickness h of the
shell. Depending on the asymptotic ratio of these three parameters, we obtain different
asymptotic theories.
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1 Introduction
Since the early ’90s the search for lower dimensional models describing thin three-dimensional
structures has been of great interest for its implications in the mechanics of materials. The
nonlinear models for plates and shells for homogeneous material have been derived rigorously
by means of Γ-convergence, starting from three dimensional nonlinear elasticity. Hierarchies
of limit models have been deduced by Γ−convergence, depending on the scaling of the elastic
energy Jh with respect to the thickness parameter, Jh ∼ 1 for membrane, Jh ∼ h2 for bending
and Jh ∼ h4 for von-Ka´rma´n regime.
The first results in that direction for membrane regime for plates and shells can be found
in [30, 31] respectively . The nonlinear bending theory for plates was derived in [25], and the
corresponding theory for shells in [24].
∗Corresponding author. Email: pedrohernandez@udec.cl
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Recently, models of homogenized bending plates and shells for heterogeneous material were
derived by simultaneous homogenization and dimensional reduction in the special case when
the relation between the thickness of the body h and the oscillations of the material ε(h), i.e.
under the assumption that the limit
γ := lim
h→0
h
ε(h)
∈ [0,∞],
exist and under assumptions of the stored energy density. Different limit models can be obtained
depending on γ values (γ = 0, γ ∈ (0,+∞) and γ = +∞) see e.g. [27–29].
In [9] the autors focus on the scaling of the energy corresponding to bending plates theory
but introducing two scales on the oscillation material ε(h), ε2(h) and under the assumption that
the limits
γ1 := lim
h→0
h
ε(h)
γ2 := lim
h→0
h
ε2(h)
(1.1)
exist. The homogenized limit model obtained for bending plates theory are depending now
on the interaction of the homogeneity scales with the thickness parameter, i.e. γ1 = 0 and
γ2 = +∞; γ1 ∈ (0,+∞) and γ2 = +∞; γ1 = +∞ and γ2 = +∞.
In this paper we deduce a multiscale version of the results in [29] and it is a natural follow
up of [9]. We focus on the scaling of the energy which corresponds to bending shell theory, and
we assume that the shell undergoes the action of two homogeneity scales ε(h) and ε2(h) with
the assumption (1.1) ,i.e. the rescaled nonlinear elastic energy is given by
Jh(v) =
1
h
∫
Sh
W
(
Θh(x), r(x)/ε, r(x)/ε2,∇v(x)
)
dx.
for every deformation v ∈ W 1,2(Sh;R3), where the stored energy density W is periodic in its
second and third arguments and, again, satisfies the usual assumptions in nonlinear elasticity,
as well the nondegeneracy condition (see Section 4) adopted in [28,29]. We consider sequences
of deformations (uh) ⊂ H1(Sh;R3) verifying
lim
h→0
sup h−2Jh(v) < +∞.
and we seek to identify the efective energy associated to the rescaled elastic enegies
{
Jh(v)
h2
}
for
differents values of γ1 and γ2. We restrict ourselves to convex shells and our analysis requires
both: techniques from dimension reduction, in particular, the quantitative rigidity estimate
and approximation schemes developed by Friesecke, James and Mu¨ller in their famous work
on the derivation of nonlinear plate theories; [25] and homogenization methods, in particular,
three-scale convergence [2, 9, 22, 23].
The main result in this direction is Theorem 4.1 and we use the result Theorem 2.1 in [29]
to construct the required recovery sequence starting from a limiting deformation merely W 2,2.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the some results of convex W 2,2
surfaces. In Section 3 we introduce the definition and some properties of three-scale convergence
for shells. Section 4 is devoted to the setting the problem, introduce the assumptions on the
energy density and show the proof our main result.
2
2 Regularity of intrinsically convex W 2,2 surfaces
The purpose of this section is to shown the following result that play a crucial role in our work:
Theorem 2.1. (cf. [29, Theorem 2.1 ]) Let U ⊂ R2 be open and let g ∈ C∞(U,R2×2sym) be
a smooth Riemannian metric on U . Assume that the Gauss curvature K of g is everywhere
positive and let u : U → R3 belong to the space
W 2,2g (U) = {u ∈ W
2,2(U,R3) : (∇u)T (∇u) = g almost everywhere on U}.
Then u ∈ C∞(U)
A proof for the above Theorem can be found in [29, Section 2.3].
A question arising in problems in thin film elasticity such as the one addressed in the second
part of regards the existence of solutions w : U → R3 of the following degenerate PDE system
on U :
∂αu · ∂βw + ∂βu · ∂αw = qαβ for α, β = 1, 2. (2.2)
Here u : U → R3 is a given W 2,2 immersion and q : U → R2×2sym is given.
If u is intrinsically convex, a key step in solving (2.2) is Theorem 2.1, as it ensures the
ellipticity of the underlying equation. The other key step is [3, Theorem 1.1] about unique
continuation for elliptic PDE with irregular coefficients. Combining these two, we obtain the
following result:
Proposition 2.1. (see [29, Proposition 2.15]) Let α ∈ (0, 1), let U ⊂ R2 be a simply connected
domain with C2 boundary and let g ∈ C2,α(U,R2×2sym) be a Riemannian metric whose Gauss
curvature is positive on U . Assume that u ∈ W 2,2g (U) ∩ W
2,∞(U,R3). Then, for every q ∈
W 1,2(U,R2×2sym), the system admits a solution w ∈ W
1,2(U,R3).
3 Homogenization for shells
We begin by introducing some further notation. Set Y = [0, 1)2 and Y = R2/Z2. For all
k ∈ N∪{0} the set of all f ∈ Ck(R2) with Dαf(·+ z) = Dαf for all z ∈ Z2 and all multiindices
α of order up to k is denoted by Ck(Y).
Ck functions with compact support are denoted by a subindex 0. For any open set A, we
denote by L2(Y), W 1,2(Y) and W 1,2(A×Y) the Banach spaces obtained as closures of C∞(Y)
and C∞(A,C∞(Y)) with respect to the norm in L2(Y ), W 1,2(Y ) andW 1,2(A×Y ), respectively.
An additional dot (e.g. in L˙2(Y)) denotes functions with average zero over Y .
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3.1 Surfaces and shells in R3
Let κ ∈ (0, 1) and let ω ⊂ R2 be a bounded domain with C3,κ boundary. Set I = (−1
2
, 1
2
)
and Ωh = ω × (hI), and Ω = ω × I. From now on, S ⊂ R3 denotes (the relative interior of)
an embedded compact connected oriented surface with boundary. For convenience we assume
that S is parametrized by a single chart. More precisely, we assume that there exists an open
set V ⊂ R3 containing the closure of S and and open set U ⊂ R3 containing ω × {0} and C3,κ
diffeomorphism Φ : V → U such that
Φ(S) = ω × {0}.
Then ξ : ω → S, defined by ξ(z) = Φ−1(z, 0), is a global C3,κ chart for S.
By W 2,2iso (S) we denote the W
2,2 isometries of the surface S into R3. The space W 2,∞iso (S) is
defined similarly. Clearly u ∈ W 2,2iso (S) is equivalent to u ◦ ξ ∈ W
2,2
g (ω), for g = (∇ξ)
T (∇ξ) the
Riemannian metric on ω induced by ξ.
As usual, T S denotes the tangent bundle over S and N S the normal bundle. A basis of
the tangent space TxS is given by
τα(x) = (∂αξ)(Φ(x)) for allx ∈ S,
where α = 1, 2. We view TxS as a subspace of R
3 and write σ · τ the scalar product of both
spaces.
The dual basis of the tangent space TxS is denoted by (τ
1(x), τ 2(x)). So by definition
τα · τβ = δαβ onS,
where δαβ is the Kronecker symbol. We frenquently indentify T
∗
x (S) with Tx(S) via the scalar
product. Define the normal n : S → S2 by
n =
τ1 × τ2
|τ1 × τ2|
.
The orthogonal projection onto TxS is
TS(x) = I − n(x)⊗ n(x).
The tensor products T S ⊗ T S etc. are defined fiberwise. T ∗xS ⊗ T
∗
xS will be regarded as a
subspace of R3×3.
If E and F are vector spaces (or bundles) then the space of all symmetric products
a⊙ b :=
1
2
(a⊗ b+ b⊗ a),
with a ∈ E and b ∈ F is denoted by E ⊙ F .
Sections B of T ∗S⊗T ∗S will frequently regarded as maps from S into R3×3 via the embed-
ding ι defined by ι(B) = B(TS, TS). By definition, B(TS, TS) : S → R
3 takes the vector fields
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v, w : S → R3 into the function x 7→ B(x)(TS(x)v(x), TS(x)w(x)).
For any vector bundle E over S we denote by L2(S,E) the space of all L2−sections of E.
The spacesW 1,2(S,E) etc. are defined similarly. For any vector bundle E over S with fibers Ex,
we denote by L2(Y , E) the vector bundle over S with fibers L2(Y , Ex). The bundlesW
1,2(Y , E)
etc. are defined similarly. For example, L2−sections of the bundle W 1,2(Y , T S) are given by
L2(S,W 1,2(Y , T S)) =
{Z ∈ L2(S,W 1,2(Y ,R3)) : Z(x) ∈ W 1,2(Y , TxS) for a.e. x ∈ S}.
For a function f : S → R its differential df is given by df(x)τ = ∇τf(x) for all τ ∈ TxS.
Here ∇τf denotes the directional derivative of f in direction of the tangent vetcor τ . We extend
these definitions componentwise to maps into R3. By ∇ we denote the usual gradient on R3
(or on R2).
As usual, the Weingarten map S of S is the differential of the normal, i.e.,
S(x)τ = (∇τn)(x) for all x ∈ S, τ ∈ TxM.
We extend S(x) trivially to R3 by setting S(x) = S(x)TS(x).
For an immersion u : S → R3 denote by Su the Weingarten map for the surface u(S). We
define its pullback to S by setting
(u∗Su)τ = u
∗(SuDτu)
for all smooth tangent vector fields τ to S. Here by definition, u∗(Dσu) = σ for all smooth
tangent vector fields σ to S. As in we will encounter the relative Weingarten map
Sru = u
∗Su − S.
The nearest point of retraction π of a tubular neightborhood of S onto S satisfies π(x+tn(x)) =
x for small |t| and all x ∈ S. After rescaling the ambient space, we may assume that the curva-
ture of S is as small as we please. Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that π is
well-defined on a domain containing the closure of the set {x+ tn(x) : x ∈ S,−1/2 < t < 1/2},
and that |Id+ tS(x)| ∈ (1/2, 3/2) for all t ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
) and all x ∈ S.
For a subset S ⊂ S and h ∈ (0, 1] we define S
h
= {x+ tn(x) : x ∈ S, −h/2 < t < h/2}. In
particular, the whole shell is, by definition,
Sh =
{
x+ tn(x) : x ∈ S and t ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
)
}
.
We introduce the map r = Φ ◦ π. Moreover, we introduce the function t : S1 → R by setting
t(x) = (x− π(x)) · n(x) for all x ∈ S1. Then we have the following identity on S1, cf. [28]:
dπ = TS(π)(I + tS(π))(I + tS(π)TS(π))
−1. (3.3)
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(Here and elsewhere we write TS(π) instead of TS ◦ π etc.) Hence there exist a constant C
depending only on S such that
|dπ − (I − tS(π)TS(π))| ≤ Ct
2 on S1. (3.4)
Abusing notations, maps f : S → Rk will often be extended to S1 by setting f = f ◦ π. We
extend r, TS and S in this way, too.
For functions f ∈ L2(S,W 2,2(Y)) the expression HessY is the section of the bundle L
2(Y , T S⊙
T S) over S given by
(HessYf)(x, y) = ∂yα∂yβf(x, y)τ
α(x)⊙ τβ(x),
where (∇2yf)αβ = ∂yα∂yβf . For v ∈ L
2(S,W 1,2(Y ;R2)) we define the section DefYv of the
bundle L2(Y , T ∗S ⊙ T ∗S) by
(DefYv)(x, y) = (sym∇yv(x, y))αβ τ
α(x)⊙ τβ(x).
For v ∈ L2(S×Y ,W 1,2(Y ;R2)) we define the section DefZv of the bundle L
2(Y×Y , T ∗S⊙T ∗S)
by
(DefZv)(x, y, z) = (sym∇zv(x, y, z))αβ τ
α(x)⊙ τβ(x).
Here and elsewhere ∇y and ∇z are the gradients in Y with respect to the variable y and Z
with respect to the variable z respectively (and not some directional derivative).
We define the map Ξ : ω × R→ R3 by
Ξ(z′, z3) = ξ(z
′) + z3n (ξ(z
′)) for all z′ ∈ ω and z3 ∈ R.
As in [27] we will use the diffeomorphism Θ˜h : Ωh → Ω given by Θ˜h(z1, z2, z3) = (z1, z2, z3/h),
and for a map y˜ : Ω → R3 we introduce the scaled gradient ∇˜hy = (∂1y, ∂2y,
1
h
∂3y). The
counterpart of Θ˜h on the shell is the diffeomorphism Θh : Sh → S1 given by
Θh(x) = π(x) +
t(x)
h
n(x).
It is easy to see that
Θh ◦ Ξ = Ξ ◦ Θ˜h onΩh.
For given u : Sh → R3 we define its pulled back version u˜ : Ωh → R3 by u˜ = u ◦ Ξ. We also
define its rescaled version y : S1 → R3 by y(Θh) = u on Sh and we define the pulled back
version y˜ of this map by y˜ = y ◦ Ξ. Then it is easy to see that
(∇˜hy˜) ◦ Θ˜
h = ∇u˜ onΩ. (3.5)
We define the rescaled gradient ∇hy of y by the condition
(∇hy) ◦Θ
h = ∇u onSh. (3.6)
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Using (3.5) and (3.6) it is clear to see that
∇˜hy˜ = ∇u(Ξ)
(
(∇Ξ) ◦ (Θ˜h)−1
)
(3.7)
and using (3.3) we can see that
∇Θh =
(
TS +
1
h
(n⊗ n+ tS)
)
(I + tS)−1 on Sh. (3.8)
Finally, to express ∇hy in terms of ∇y, insert the definition of y into (3.6) and use (3.3) to find
∇hy = ∇y
(
TS +
1
h
(n⊗ n+ htS)
)
(I + htS)−1 onS1. (3.9)
3.2 Three-scale convergence on shells
Recall that we extend the chart r trivially from S to S1. We make the following definitions:
• A sequence (fh) ⊂ L2(S1) is said to converge weakly three-scale on S1 to the function
f ∈ L2(S1, L2(Y × Y)) as h → 0, provided that the sequence (fh) is bounded in L2(S1)
and
lim
h→0
∫
S1
uh(x)ϕ
(
x,
r(x)
ε
,
r(x)
ε2
)
dx =
∫
S1
∫
Y
∫
Y
u(x, y, z)ϕ (x, y, z) dzdydx, (3.10)
for all ϕ ∈ C0c (S
1, C0(Y × Y)).
• We say that fh strongly three-scale converges to f if, in addition,
lim
h→0
||fh||L2(S1) = ||f ||L2(S1×Y×Y).
• For a sequence (fh) ⊂ L2(S1) and for f1 ∈ L
2(S1 × Y × Y) with
∫
Y
f1(·, ·, z)dz = 0 for
almost every x ∈ S1 × Y , we write fh
osc,Z
⇀ f1 provided∫
S1
fh(x)ϕ (x, r(x)/ε) ρ
(
r(x)/ε2
)
dx→
∫
S1
∫
Y
∫
Y
f1(x, y, z)ϕ(x, y)ρ(z)dzdydx (3.11)
for all ϕ ∈ C∞0 (S
1;C∞(Y)), all ρ ∈ C∞(Y) with
∫
Y
ρ(z)dz = 0.
We write fh
3
⇀ f to denote weak three-scale convergence and fh
3
→ f to denote strong
three-scale convergence. If fh
3
⇀ f then fh ⇀
∫
Y
∫
Y
f(·, y, z)dzdy weakly in L2. If fh is
bounded in L2(S1) then it has a subsequence which converges weakly three-scale to some
f ∈ L2(S1;L2(Y × Y)). These and other facts can be deduced from the corresponding results
on planar domains (cf. [1, 39]) by means of the following simple observations.
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Defining f˜ = fh ◦ Ξ and f˜(Ξ(z), y, w), and taking
ϕ˜(z, y, w) = ϕ (Ξ(z), y, w)
(
det∇ΞT (z)∇Ξ(z)
)1/2
,
a change of variable shows that (3.10) is equivalent to∫
Ω
f˜h(z)ϕ
(
z, z′/ε, z′/ε2
)
dz →
∫
Ω
∫
Y
∫
Y
f˜(z, y, w)ϕ˜(z, y, w)dwdydz, (3.12)
where z′ is the projection of z onto R2.
4 Elasticity framework and main result
Throught this paper we assume that ε : (0, 1)→ (0, 1) denotes a function such that the limits
γ1 := lim
h→0
h
ε(h)
and
γ2 := lim
h→0
h
ε2(h)
exist in [0,∞]. We will frequently write ε instead of ε(h), but always with the understanding
that ε depends on h. There are five possible regimes: γ1, γ2 = +∞; 0 < γ1 < +∞ and
γ2 = +∞; γ1 = 0 and γ2 = +∞; γ1 = 0 and 0 < γ2 < +∞; γ1 = 0 and γ2 = 0. We focus here
on the first three regimes, that is on the cases in which γ2 = +∞.
From now on we fix a Borel measurable energy density
W : S1 × R2 × R2 × R3×3 → R+ ∪ {∞}
with the following properties:
• W (·, y, z,F) is continuous for almost every y, z ∈ R2 and F ∈ R3×3.
• W (x, ·, ·,F) is Y−periodic for all x ∈ S1 and almost every F ∈ R3×3.
• For all (x, y, z) ∈ S1 × Y × Y we have W (x, y, z, I) = 0 y W (x, y, z,RF) = W (x, y, z,F)
for all F ∈ R3×3, R ∈ SO(3).
• There exist constants 0 < α ≤ β and ρ > 0 such that for all (x, y, z) ∈ S1 × Y × Y we
have
W (x, y, z,F) ≥ α dist2(F, SO(3)) ∀F ∈ R3×3
W (x, y, z,F) ≤ β dist2(F, SO(3)) ∀F ∈ R3×3 con dist2(F, SO(3)) ≤ ρ.
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• For each (x, y, z) ∈ S1×Y ×Y there exists a quadratic form Q(x, y, z, ·) : R3×3 → R such
that
lim
G→0
ess sup(x,y,z)∈S1×Y×Y
|W (x, y, z, I +G)−Q(x, y, z, G)|
|G|2
= 0 asG→ 0. (4.13)
Clearly Q(·, y, z, ·) is continuous for almost every (y, z) ∈ R2×R2 andQ(x, ·, ·,G) is Y−periodic
for all x ∈ S1 and all G ∈ R3×3.
The elastic energy per unit thickness of a deformation uh ∈ H1(Sh;R3) of the shell Sh is
given by
Jh(uh) =
1
h
∫
Sh
W
(
Θh(x), r(x)/ε, r(x)/ε2,∇uh(x)
)
dx.
In order to express the elastic energy in terms of the new variables, we associate with y : S1 →
R3 the energy
Ih(y) =
∫
S1
W (x, r(x)/ε, r(x)/ε2,∇hy(x)) det (I + t(x)S(x))
−1 dx
=
∫
S
∫
I
W (x+ tn(x), r(x)/ε, r(x)/ε2,∇hy(x+ tn(x)) dt d volS(x).
By a change of variables we have
Jh(uh) =
1
h
∫
S1
W (x, r(x)/ε, r(x)/ε2,∇hy
h(x))
∣∣det∇(Θh)−1(x)∣∣ dx,
where again yh(Θh) = uh. Using (3.8) we see that there exists a constant C such that
|Jh(uh)− Ih(yh)| ≤ ChIh(yh).
Lemma 4.1. Let wh ∈ H1(S1;R3) be such that
lim
h→0
sup
(
||wh||L2(S1) + ||∇hw
h||L2(S1)
)
<∞.
Then there exists a map w0 ∈ H
1(S;R3) and a field Hγ1,γ2 ∈ L
2(S × I × Y × Y ;R3×3) of the
form
Hγ1,γ2 =

(∇yw1 +∇zw2, ∂3w3) if γ1 = γ2 = +∞; ∂yiw3 = ∂ziw3 for i = 1, 2,
(∇yw1 +∇zw2, ∂3w3) if 0 < γ1 < +∞ and γ2 = +∞;w3 =
w1
γ1
,
(∇yw1 +∇zw2, ∂3w3) if γ1 = 0 and γ2 = +∞; ∂3w1 = 0 and ∂ziw3 = 0,
for i = 1, 2,
(4.14)
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for some w1 ∈ L
2(S×I; W˙ 1,2(Y)), w2 ∈ L
2(S×I×Y ; W˙ 1,2(Y)) and w3 ∈ L
2(S×Y×Y ;W 1,2(I)),
such that, up to a subsequence, wh → w0 in L
2 and
∇hw
h 3⇀ dw0 ◦ TS +
3∑
i,j=1
(Hˆγ1,γ2)ijτ
1 ⊗ τ j weakly three-scale onS1.
Here, τ 3 = n, w0 is the weak limit in H
1(S) of
∫
I
wh(x + tn(x))dt and Hˆγ1,γ2 ∈ L
2(S1 × Y ×
Y ;R3×3) is defined by Hˆγ1,γ2(x, y, z) = Hγ1,γ2(π(x), t(x), y, z).
Proof. The hypotheses imply, e.g. by (3.9) , that the wh are uniformly bounded in H1(S1),
so up to a subsequence wh ⇀: w0 in H
1(S1). Set w˜h = wh ◦ Ξ, so clearly w˜h is uniformly
bounded in L2(Ω). From the uniform L2−bound on ∇hw
h and from (3.7) we deduce that
∇˜hw˜
h is uniformly bounded in L2(Ω). Hence there is w˜0 ∈ H
1(Ω;R3) with ∂3w˜0 = 0 such that
w˜h ⇀ w˜0 weakly in H
1(Ω;R3); clearly w˜0 = w0 ◦ Ξ, so (since ∂3w˜0=0) in particular w0 is the
trivial extension of a map defined on S. By uniform boundedness in L2(Ω), in the case γ1 =
γ2 = +∞ there exist (see. [9, Theorem 3.6]) w˜1 ∈ L
2(Ω;W 1,2per(Y))), w˜2 ∈ L
2(Ω × Y ;W 1,2per(Y))
and w3 ∈ L
2(ω × Y × Y ;W 1,2(I)) with ∂yiw3 = ∂ziw3 = 0 for i = 1, 2 such that, up to the
extraction of a (not relabeled) subsequence,
∇˜hw˜
h 3⇀ (∂1w˜0, ∂2w˜0, 0) + (∂y1w˜1, ∂y2w˜1, 0) + (∂z1w˜2, ∂z2w˜2, ∂3w3) in Ω.
By (3.7) the left-hand side equals (∇hw)(Ξ)∇Ξ(Θ˜
−1
h ). As ∇Ξ(Θ˜
−1
h ) converges uniformly on S
1
to (∂1ξ, ∂2ξ, n(ξ)) (extended trivially in the x3−direction), we conclude:
∇hw
h(Ψ)
3
⇀ ((∂1w˜0, ∂2w˜0, 0) + (∂y1w˜1, ∂y2w˜1, 0) + (∂z1w˜2, ∂z2w˜2, ∂3w3)) (∂1ξ, ∂2ξ, n(ξ))
−1.
On the right-hand side we use
(∂1ξ, ∂2ξ, n(ξ))
−1 ◦ Ξ−1 = (τ1, τ2, n)
−1 = (τ 1, τ 2, n)T
and (∂αw˜0) ◦ Ξ
−1 = dw0(τα) to obtain the claim when γ1 = γ2 = +∞, after defining (w1)i =
(w˜1 ◦ r) · τi, (w2)i = (w˜2 ◦ r) · τi and (w3)i = (w3 ◦ r) · τi for i = 1, 2, 3. The other two cases are
proven similarly. 
4.1 Asymptotic energy functionals
Next we will introduce the asymptotic energy functionals. In order to do so, we need the
definition of the relaxation fields and the cell formulae. Recall that a ⊙ b = 1
2
(a ⊗ b + b ⊗ a).
We make the following definitions: Set
D(U0,+∞) = W˙
1,2(Y ,R2)× L2(I × Y ; W˙ 1,2(Y ;R3))× W˙ 2,2(Y)× L2(I × Y ,R3)
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and for (ζ, η, ϕ, µ) ∈ L2(S,D(U0,+∞)) define
U0,+∞(ζ, η, ϕ, µ) =
sym∇yζ − t∇2yϕ µ1µ2
(µ1, µ2) µ3

ij
τ i ⊗ τ j + (sym∇zη|0)ijτ
i ⊗ τ j
= DefY ζ + 2µατ
α ⊙ n + µ3n⊙ n− tHessY ϕ+DefZ η.
Set
D(U+∞,+∞) = L
2(I, W˙ 1,2(Y ,R2))× L2(I ×Y ; W˙ 1,2(Y ;R3))× L2(I, W˙ 1,2(Y))× L2(I,R3)
and for (ζ, η, ρ, c) ∈ L2(S,D(U+∞,+∞) define
U+∞,+∞(ζ, η, ρ, c) =
 sym∇y ζ ∂y1ρ+ c1∂y2ρ+ c2
∇y ρ+ (c1, c2) c3

ij
τ i ⊗ τ j + (sym∇z η|0)ijτ
i ⊗ τ j
= DefY ζ + 2(∂yαρ+ cα)τ
α ⊙ n+ c3n⊙ n+DefZ η.
For γ1 ∈ (0,∞) set
D(Uγ1,+∞) = W˙
1,2(I × Y ,R2)× L2(I × Y ; W˙ 1,2(Y ;R3))× W˙ 1,2(I ×Y)
for (ζ, η, ρ) ∈ L2(S,D(Uγ1,+∞)) define
Uγ1,+∞(ζ, η, ρ) =
 sym∇y ζ 12∂y1ρ+ 12γ1∂3ζ11
2
∂y2ρ+
1
2γ1
∂3ζ2
1
2
∇y ρ+
1
2γ1
(∂3ζ1, ∂3ζ2)
1
2γ1
∂3ρ

ij
τ i ⊗ τ j
+ (sym∇zη|0)ijτ
i ⊗ τ j
= DefY ζ +
(
∂yαρ+
1
γ1
∂3ζα
)
τα ⊙ n+
(
1
γ1
∂3ρ
)
n⊙ n +DefZ η.
For each x ∈ S the fiberwise action U
(x)
0,+∞ of U0,+∞ is
U
(x)
0,+∞(ζ, η, ϕ, µ) = (DefY ζ)(x)+2µατ
α(x)⊙n(x)+µ3n(x)⊙n(x)− t(HessY ϕ)(x)+(DefZ η)(x),
for all (ζ, η, ϕ, µ) ∈ D(U0,+∞).
For each x ∈ S we define L
(x)
0,+∞(I × Y × Y) = U
(x)
0,+∞(D(U0,+∞)), i.e.,
L
(x)
0,+∞(I × Y × Y) =
{
U
(x)
0,+∞(ζ, η, ϕ, µ) : (ζ, η, ϕ, µ) ∈ D(U0,+∞)
}
.
This is a subspace of L2(I ×Y ×Y ,R3×3sym). We denote by L0,+∞(I ×Y × Y) the vector bundle
over S with fibers L
(x)
0,+∞(I × Y × Y); in what follows we will frequently omit the index (x)
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for the fibers. The bundle Lγ1,+∞(I × Y × Y), for γ1 ∈ (0,∞] are defined analogously. The
elements of these spaces are the relaxation fields.
For γ1 ∈ [0,+∞], γ2 = +∞ and x ∈ S, we define Qγ1,+∞(x, ·);T
∗
xS ⊗ T
∗
xS → R by setting
Qγ1,+∞(x, q) = inf
∫
I
∫
Y
∫
Y
Q (x+ tn(x), y, z, p+ tq + U(t, y, z)) dy dz dt.
Here the infimum is taken over all U ∈ L
(x)
γ1,+∞(I ×Y × Y) and all p ∈ T
∗
xS ⊗ T
∗
xS.
Nothe that Qγ1,+∞(x, q) = Qγ1,+∞(x, sym q) for all x ∈ S and all q ∈ T
∗
xS⊗T
∗
xS. For x ∈ S
and q ∈ T ∗xS ⊙ T
∗
xS define the homogeneous relaxation (cf. ):
Q˜(x, t, q) = min
M∈R3×3sym
{Q(x+ tn(x),M) :M(TS , TS) = q(TS, TS)} .
Then it is easy to see that
Q0,+∞(x, q) = inf
∫
I×Y×Y
Q˜ (x, y, z, p+ tq + (DefYζ)(x)− t(HessYϕ)(x) + (DefZη)(x)) dt dy dz,
where the infimum is taken over all ζ ∈ W˙ 1,2(Y ,R2), all ϕ ∈ W˙ 2,2(Y), all η ∈ L2(I ×
Y ; W˙ 1,2(Y ;R3)) and all p ∈ T ∗xS ⊙ T
∗
xS. In the case when the material is homogeneous in
the thickness direction, we have
Q0,+∞(x, q) =
1
12
inf
{∫
Y
∫
Y
Q˜(x, y, z, q + (HessY ϕ)(x)) dy dz : ϕ ∈ W˙
2,2(Y)
}
.
As in [29], for all x ∈ S and all q ∈ T ∗xS ⊙ T
∗
xS we have
lim
γ1→∞
Qγ1,+∞(x, q) = Q+∞,+∞(x, q) and lim
γ1→0
Qγ1,+∞(x, q) = Q0,+∞(x, q).
It is not difficult to show that for all γ1 ∈ [0,+∞], γ2 = +∞ and x ∈ S the map Qγ1,+∞(x, ·)
is quadratic and that there exist c1, c2 > 0 such that for all x ∈ S we have
c1|sym q|
2 ≤ Qγ1,+∞(x, q) ≤ c2|sym q|
2, ∀q ∈ T ∗xS ⊗ T
∗
xS.
For γ1 ∈ [0,+∞] and γ2 = +∞ we define Iγ1,+∞ : W
1,2(S;R3)→ R by setting
Iγ1,+∞(u) =
{∫
S
Qγ1,+∞((x,S
r
u(x)) d volS(x) ifu ∈ W
2,2
iso (S),
+∞ otherwise.
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4.2 Main result
For a given sequence (uh) ⊂W 1,2(Sh;R3) we continue to define the sequence (yh) ⊂W 1,2(S1,R3)
of rescaled deformations by yh(Θh) = uh. We recall the compactness result for sequences with
finite bending energy, cf. [26, Theorem 1] for a proof.
Proposition 4.1. Let (uh) ⊂ H1(Sh;R3) satisfy
lim
h→0
sup h−2Jh(uh) < +∞. (4.15)
Then there exist u ∈ W 2,2iso (S) such that (after passing to subsequences and extending u and n
trivially to S1), as h→ 0 we have
yh −
1
|S1|
∫
S1
yhdx→ u strongly in H1(S1;R3),
∇hy
h → Q strongly in L2(S1;R3×3).
Here Q ∈ H1(S, SO(3)) is determined by the condition Qτ = ∇τu for all smooth tangent vector
fields τ along S.
We denote by W˜ 2,2iso (S) the set of those maps u ∈ W
2,2
iso (S) for which there exist un ∈ W
2,∞
iso (S)
converging strongly to u in W 2,2. The reason to introduce this space is that we are able
to construct the recovery sequence only for limiting deformations u belonging to this space.
Theorem 2.1 plays an essential role in this construction. The following Γ−convergence result
is our main result:
Theorem 4.1. Let γ1 ∈ [0,+∞] and γ2 = +∞. Then the following are true:
(i) Let (uh) ⊂W 1,2(Sh,R3) be such that (4.15) and such that yh− 1
|S1|
∫
S1
yh → u strongly in
L2(S1) for some u ∈ L2(S1,R3). Then
lim
h→0
inf h−2Jh(uh) ≥ Iγ1,+∞(u).
(ii) If, in addition, S is simply connected, then for every u ∈ W˜ 2,2iso (S) there exist (u
h) ⊂
W 1,2(Sh;R3) satisfying (4.15), and such that yh → u, stongly in W 1,2(S1). Moreover,
lim
h→0
h−2Jh(uh) = Iγ1,+∞(u).
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4.3 Proof of lower bound
We consider a sequence (uh) ⊂W 1,2(Sh,R3) satisfying
lim
h→0
sup h−2Jh(uh) <∞, (4.16)
and we set yh(Θh) = uh. The following lemma is analogous to [29, Lemma 3.3] and is essentially
contained in [24]. It is a consequence of [25, Theorem 3.1] and of the arguments in [9, 26].
Lemma 4.2. Let be γ2 = +∞ and define
δ =

ε, if γ1 ∈ (0,+∞),(
2⌈
h
ε
⌉ + 1
)
ε, if γ1 = +∞,(
2⌈
h
ε2
⌉ + 1
)
ε2, if γ1 = 0.
Then there exist constants C, c > 0 such that the following is true: if h ≤ c and if u ∈
W 1,2(Sh;R3), then there exists a map R˜ : ω → SO(3) which is constant on each cube x + δY
with x ∈ δZ and there exist R˜s ∈ W
1,2(ω;R3) such that for each a ∈ R2 with |a1| ≤ δ and
|a2| ≤ δ and for each ω˜ ⊂ ω with dist( ˜ω, ∂ω) > cδ we have:
||(∇hy)(Ξ)− R˜||
2
L2(ω˜×I) + ||R˜− R˜s||
2
L2(ω˜) + h
2||R˜− R˜s||
2
L∞(ω˜)
+ h2||(∂1R˜s, ∂2R˜s)||
2
L2(ω˜) + ||R˜(·+ a)− R˜||
2
L2(ω˜)
≤ C
∫
Ω
dist2(∇hy(Ξ), SO(3)).
Proposition 4.2. Let γ1 ∈ (0,+∞) and γ2 = +∞. Let (u
h) satisfy (4.16) and let u ∈ W 2,2iso (S)
be as the conclusion of Proposition 4.1. Let ω˜ ⊂ R2 be a domain with C1,1 boundary whose
closure is contained in ω and set S˜ = ξ(ω˜). Denote by R˜h : ω → SO(3) the piecewise constant
map obtained by applying Lemma 4.2 to uh and define Rh : S1 → SO(3) by Rh = R˜h ◦r. Define
Gh ∈ L2(S1;R3×3) by
Gh =
(Rh)T∇hy
h − I
h
, (4.17)
where yh(Θh) = uh. Then there exist B ∈ L2(S˜, T ∗S˜ ⊙ T ∗S˜) and (ζ, η, ρ) ∈ L2(S˜, D(Uγ1,+∞))
such that (after passing to subsequences)
symGh
3
⇀ B + tSru + Uγ1,+∞(ζ, η, ρ). (4.18)
A similar result is true if γ1 = +∞ or γ1 = 0. In the former case Uγ1,+∞(ζ, η, ρ) in (4.18)
must be replaced by U+∞,+∞, where (ζ, η, ρ, c) ∈ L
2(S˜, D(U+∞,+∞)). In the latter case, it mus
be replaced by U0,+∞(ζ, η, ϕ, µ), where (ζ, η, ϕ, µ) ∈ L
2(S˜, D(U0,+∞)).
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Proof. Define uh : S → R3 by setting
uh(x) =
1
h
∫
hI
uh(x+ tn(x))dt for all x ∈ S.
Let R˜hs : ω˜ → R
3× be the maps obtained by applying Lemma 4.2 to uh and set Rhs = R˜
h
s ◦ r.
On S˜h define zh via
uh = uh(π) + t(Rhsn)(π) + hz
h.
Clearly
∇nu
h = (Rhsn)(π) + h∇nz
h.
Let τ be a smooth tangent vector field along S. Then we have
∇τu
h = ∇∇τpiu
h(π) + t(∇∇τpiR
h
s )(π)n(π) + t(R
h
sS)(π)∇τπ + h∇τz
h.
Observe that (3.4) implies that ∇τπ equals τ − tSτ up to a term of higher order. Using this
and rewriting the problem in coordinates, one can now now argue as in [9, Theorem 4.1] to
deduce the claim for γ1 ∈ [0,+∞]. The fields Uγ1,+∞ arise, essentially, due the Lemma 4.1. 
The remaining proof of the lower bound follows standard arguments: truncation, Taylor
expansion and lower semicontinuity of integral functional with respect the three-scale conver-
gence. Thus one obtains a lower bound on every C1,1 bounded compactly contained subdomain
ω˜ of ω. Exhausting ω with a sequence of such subdomains, Theorem 4.1 (i) follows. Detail for
this argument can be found in [9, 28].
4.4 Proof of upper bound
We begin introducing the ‘geometric’ part of the recovery sequence. The following lemma
is [29, Lemma 2.14].
Lemma 4.3. Let u ∈ W 2,∞iso (S) and define ν : S → S
2 by
η =
∇τ1u×∇τ2u
|∇τ1u×∇τ2u|
.
Let w ∈ W 2,∞(S,R3) and define µ ∈ W 1,∞(S,R3) by
µ = (ν · ∇τ1w)∇τ1u+ (ν · ∇τ2w)∇τ2u
and define the deformations vh : Sh → R3 by
vh = u+ tν + h(w + tµ).
Define R ∈ W 1,∞(S, SO(3)) by R = ∇uTS + ν ⊗ n. Then there exist Y
h ∈ L∞(Sh,R3×3)
with ||Y h||L∞(Sh) ≤ Ch
2 such that
dvh ⊙ R = I + hdu⊙ dw + tSru + Y
h.
Before proceeding to prove Theorem 4.1 (ii), we include the following remarks, which motive
our choice of recovery sequences.
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Remarks
(i) The actual recovery sequence differs in two respects from the one used in for homogeneous
materials: Firstly, it has to take into account the inhomegeneities in the material. It will
be of the form
v˜h = vh + relaxation part,
with vh as in the lemma. Secondly, the spatial dependence of the energy density makes it
necessary to choose a nonzero displacement w in Lemma 4.3 which generates a prescribed
first order change of the metric. This is the field B arising in (4.18). In order to recover
this field B, we will have to choose w in Lemma 4.3 to be a solution of the PDE system
B = du⊙ dw. The existence of such a displacement w is ensured by Proposition 2.1.
(ii) Theorem 4.1 applies to multilayered materials (cf. [9] for corresponding problem for plates)
as a very particular case. In that situation, the relaxation part is trivial as in the homoge-
neous case. However, the second effect mentioned still plays a role. Therefore, Proposition
2.1 is essential in that simpler situation as well, and so is its key ingredient Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1(ii). As in , by approximation it is enought to prove the claim for
u ∈ W 2,∞iso (S) and, thanks also to Proposition 2.1, for all B of the form B = du ⊙ dw with
w ∈ W 2,∞(S,R3).
We will use the same notation as in the statement of Lemma 4.3; in particular the definition
of vh in terms of w and u. Moreover, we set σα = ∇ταu.
Case γ1 ∈ (0,+∞). Let ζ ∈ C
1
0 (S, C˙
1(I × Y ,R2)), ρ ∈ C10(S, C˙
1(I; C˙1(Y))) and η ∈
C10(S × Y , C˙
1(I × Y)) and define the rescaled deformations yh : S1 → R3 by the following
equation on Sh:
yh(Θh) = vh + hεζα
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
)
σα + hερ
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
)
ν + hε2ηα
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
)
σα.
Lemma 4.3 implies that on S1
sym (RT∇hy
h) = I + hB + thSru + hUγ1,+∞(ζ, η, ρ)
(
x,
t
h
,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
)
+ o(h), (4.19)
where limh→0 ||
o(h)
h
|| = 0.
By frame invariance of W and using (4.13), we deduce from 4.19 that
1
h2
W
(
·,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
,∇hy
)
→ Q
(
·,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
,Sru +B + Uγ1,+∞(ζ, η, ρ)
(
·, t,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
))
,
pointwise on S1. From this we readily deduce
lim
h→0
h−2Ih(yh) =
∫
S
∫
I×Y×Y
Q (·, y, z,Sru +B + Uγ1,+∞(ζ, η, ρ) (·, t, y, z)) dy dz dt d volS.
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Case γ1 = +∞. This is similar to the previous case. So we only state the formula for the
recovery sequence. For ζ ∈ C10(S, C˙
1(Y ,R2)), ρ ∈ C10(S, C˙
1(Y)), η ∈ C10 (S×Y , C˙
1(I ×Y)) and
c ∈ C10 (S, C
1
0(I,R
3)), we define yh : S1 → R3 by the following equation on Sh:
yh(Θh) = vh + hεζα
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
)
σα + hερ
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
)
ν + hε2ηα
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
)
σα
+ 2h2
(∫ t/h
0
cα(x, s) ds
)
σα + h2
(∫ t/h
0
c3(x, s) ds
)
ν.
Case γ1 = 0. For ζ ∈ C
1
0 (S, C˙
1(Y ,R2)), ϕ ∈ C20(S, C˙
2(Y)), η ∈ C10(S × Y , C˙
1(I × Y)) and
µ ∈ C10(S, C
1
0 (I ×Y ,R
3)), we define yh : S1 → R3 by the following equation on Sh:
yh(Θh) = vh + hεζα
(
π,
r
ε
)
σα − ε2ϕ
(
π,
r
ε
)
ν − tε∂yαϕ
(
π,
r
ε
)
σα
+ hε2ηα
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
)
σα + hε2η3
(
π,
t
h
,
r
ε
,
r
ε2
)
ν
+ 2h2
(∫ t/h
0
µα
(
π, s,
r
ε
)
ds
)
σα + h2
(∫ t/h
0
µ3
(
π, s,
r
ε
)
ds
)
ν.
We leave the details to the reader. 
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